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everest uses a new sophisticated diagnosis system to get you the right equipment for your needs. now the perfect pair of headphones can be found by simply choosing different hearing profiles. if you haven't checked out everest before, now's the time. everest is the world's
number one professional hearing aid solution provider. visit everest to get more information on how our new award winning everest eseries technology can change your life everest eseries hearing aid technology is named after the way in which audiologists implant the digital
hearing aid in the ear to provide patients with this outstanding new level of quality in hearing. it can be thought of as a digital "space-age" hearing aid. everest has built a clear understanding of the problems and needs of people with hearing loss into the design of the new
everest eseries hearing aid. designing a digital hearing aid that is safe and comfortable to wear and use. essential. this is why everest eseries is the number one hearing aid technology on the market. you can listen to or watch with comfort! on november 3, 2009, the eeoc (equal
employment opportunity commission) received a charge of discrimination under the ada and acra against office depot claiming that office depot has failed and continues to fail to ensure that its employees with vision impairments are provided with a visually accessible
environment. this charge also indicated that workers with vision impairments suffered harassment because they could not see the company's handbook of policies. the eeoc has found probable cause to believe that office depot violated title i of the ada and the acra.
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